What's a synonym for thesaurus?

I got to help out Dela with the word box thing in the volcano so that is good. I am going to make some small little changes to the textures in the volcano and I think we will be ready to demo it out. Plus, I need to incorporate Dela's GIU but that will take seconds. Just about 2 more days until I head home and can relax for a little bit. It was really cool that I got to learn about OSG and openGL. I will be sure to use openGL whenever I have free time. I also bought some more books about openGL so hopefully I can become better at it, especially the shaders.
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I finished the wavepoints for both models so that is cool. Hopefully, it pleases Tom and I get 2 bucks for fixing that crash. Still, I am having trouble with the models crashing a lot and I do not know why that is happening. Right now I am going to try to implement the seismic activity. I think that I will be able to do it since it is like the same thing with the wavepoints except that I do not want the wavepoints to rotate.

Outside of the REU I am getting ready for the exchange students to arrive in nmsu. If you did not know I am vice president of the club that helps assist the foreign exchange students at my college. They are arriving in August in different days and I am getting notifications if their ambassador (the student that helps them) will be able to give them the care package.
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Really happy that we got an audio sound implemented into the volcano. Hopefully, Tom will be really happy about that feature. Right now, I am trying to do the feature with the seismic activity and try to fix the loading up of the models in maya. I fixed the issue where it could not load up the textures, but right now I am confused because it will not tell me where the error is located and it still will not load the model up. I really hope that I can find out what the problem is before I leave. Paintballing was really fun and exciting, especially playing in the rain. Just two more weeks and I get to enjoy my hot weather without humidity and eat some awesome mexican food.
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me besas y caigo en tu juego

Finally
With OSG, I finally applied a texture from a file to the lahar. I was really excited because after all the work with the code I did something under one day. The bad part is that to apply the texture to the lahar, there is a huge giant bug. Nik encountered it and the bug is that to change my lahar’s texture I have to change it in a file that is supposed to be for the lavaflow. That was really funny when we found out. I wonder how many more bugs I will encounter. Also, I am working on ideas on how to import the new volcano models because they dont want to load up.

In addition, I have a question, if you found out the next day that you turned yourself into a doughnut would you eat yourself? For me, you wouldn’t even have to ask.

yay

Well first off I found out right now that I was awarded a scholarship from HCF, so I am really happy about that because I have been applying for scholarships from there for 3 years and this time I finally got one from them. Now if I get another one from HSF, then I will have total support from the two major hispanic non-profits.

With the project, we have been trying to upload Jordan’s volcanoes to the volcano project, but for some reason it ends up crashing. Thus, we have been contacting Daniel and Donald and they lead us to a new direction so hopefully. With the perlin noise I am almost done with it I get the fragments to change color. Now, I got some really good advice from Nik, and it all lies with the vertex shader so I will be working on that issue. Once, I get that then I will be able to transfer it to the lahar. Plus, I was looking up on how to put audio into java and that does not seem that bad.

Llorando Se Fue La Que Un Día Amí me hizó Llorar

For the OSGAnimation it is going to be held back because I do not have the .dll files to access it so I will wait until that happens. What I am trying to do is to implement perlin noise into the lahar to act like it is flowing as a backup plan. Right now I have been using one of my previous projects to simulate the noise but I have only been able to do it to the fragments, where it is able to change from black to white and I modified it to change colors for a small set of time. The problem is that with the codes online they want to just manipulate the fragment shader and I need the vertex shader to do it, so I will work on it. The Fuji steakhouse was awesome, the dude cooking our food was overawesome and hilarious. Also, on a side note I changed my mind from seeking an MBA to go for my masters of EE, so that is cool. Being the fact that I have been thinking of new ideas for future project ideas, hmm maybe I can make a gundam.

The title of the song is from a song that was Brazilian called Lambada by kaoma and then some spanish dude translated it and I’m assuming he is a Spaniard because in the lyrics he uses vosotros form, which latin america does not use fyi. Lambada is a really cool song btw.

Just working on the volcano stuff. I have been looking into how to put the fire particles into the lava flow so that will not be so hard. I still have been looking into putting Jordan’s volcano maya animation. I have been looking into it and there seems to be a lot of ways to do it, so I think I will see which one is easier. That is all.

I was rally excited that I made enchiladas and tacos on Friday. I never imagined that I made so much enchiladas, at least I still have some of the chili sauce so I can make some in the future. Canoeing was cool because that was my first time and I did not drown, even though Ramy almost made me drown <.<. The zoo...
was fun especially seeing the red panda, which was my first time seeing it. I still think Stitch is fluffier than the red panda. Olive garden was fun, plus I got to eat all that food. With the volcano, I am still working on getting the animation exported using collada and then using osganimation to make it work on the open scene graph. I hope that it does not take a lot of time to implement it. In addition, we will have a skype meeting with Daniel so maybe he can give me a little advice on how to implement it.

Oh yeah this is for you Ramy,

誕生日おめでとう

The experiment did reinforce the beliefs of racism. If you are in a particular group where you have a common trait you would view that group higher than any others, which is usually the case. It was very interesting that they had formed those preferences without having the adults telling them, in which I thought that your upbringings was the key factor to racism. The one part of the experiment I wished they had did is that they get kids who did not know each other at all and see how they interact because in this study the kids knew each other and I would want to see if they would view the kids in their group higher than the other kids individually.